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ABSTRACT. _ Veins of kyanite + omphadte + zoisite
+ rutile sometimes occur within the kyanite-bcaring

edogites of the Betie Cordilleras (Nevado·Filabride
Complex).

They indicate the existence of water-rich fluid
infiltration during edogitization. The fluid were
produced by dcvolatilization r('a<:tions in the surrounding
metasedimems and transported along fracture and vein
systems. The phase relations in the veins and matrix
poim to three progressive metamorphic stages. The first
was produced at high.pressure and relatively low
temperature (about 12 Kbar and .5O{)·.575°Cl, while the
second was almost certainly related to an isothermal
dcrompression stage (about 7 Kbar at 575°C). The final
stage involved healing accompanied by uplifting, the
physical conditions being those of the peak of the Alpine
metamorphism (about 6 Kbar and 60{)°C.) The textural
relationships, chemical data concerning the most
significant minerals and phase relations in the veins and
matrix arc also described.

Key woTds: Betic Cordilleras, Nevado-Fibibride
Comple;(, kyanite.bearing crlogiles, veins of kyanite,
fluid infiltration, high.pressure metamorphism.

RESUMEN. _ Venas de distena + onfacita + zoisita
+ rutilo se encuemran en algunos cuerpos de edogitas

granoblasticas con distena de las Cordilleras Beticas
(Complejo Nevado·Fihibride). Estas venas indican
infiltracion de una fase fluida rica l;n agua durante la

eclogitizad6n, procedente de los sedimentos encajames
y produeida por reacciones de desvolatilizaci6n. Las
reladones de fases estudiadas en las venas y en la matrix
nos han permitido dedudr tres etapas progresivas de
melamorfismo. La primera de ellas mvo lugar en un
regimen de ahas presiones y relativemente baja
temperatura (alrededor de 12 Kbar y .5.50·67.5°C); la
segunda representa una etapa de descomprcsion isotermal
(a1redcdor de 7 Kbar y .575°C) y, durante la Ullima etapa,
ealentamiemo y descrompresi6n tiencn lugar con respccto
a las dos antedores, de manera que la ultima paragenesis
mineral se form6 en condidones proximas aI climax
retmico del metamorfismo alpino. En este articulo se
describen tambien las reladones texturales, los daros
quimicos de a1gunos de los minerales mas significarivos
y las relaciones de fases en las venas y en la matriz.

Introduction

The presence or absence of a fluid phase,
its composition and its interaction with the
solid phase during metamorphism control
many of the phase relations, textural
development and mechanical behaviour of
eclogites. While it was formerly assumed that
eclogites generally crystallize under dry
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conditions, many cases are now known of
crystallization taking place under obviously
wet conditions, that is, in the presence of a
certain quantity of a hydrous phase (e.g.
HOLLAND, 1979a, OKAY et al., 1985).

During the retrograde alteration of eclogites
into amphibolites, the infiltration of a hydrous
fluid phase is also a controlling factor. The
sources of these fluids are either surrounding
non-mafic schim or gneises (HEINRlCH, 1982),
or the hydrous mineral phase of the ec10gites
themselves (FRANZ et al., 1986).

Two factors have been proposed to explain
the different types of eclogites: deformation
and the water content of the protoliths. The
fact that edogites found in ductile shear zones
are granoblastic in texture, while coronitic
ones show non signs of deformation indicates
che influence of deformation in mass transport
as an important mechanism in the generation
of the different types of ec10gites (MORK,
1985; POGNANTE, 1985), increasing diffusion
races and also allowing access of fluids during

che metamorphic process (AusTHERElM, and
GRIFFtN, 1985). Another important factor is
the type of protolith (metabasalts or
metadolerices), which influences the activity
of the fluid phase and consequently
determines the character of the edogite
(GOMEZ·PUGNAIRE and FERNANDEZ-SOLER,
1987).

The existence of kyanite veins, occasionally
with omphacite, zoisite and rutile, as well as
globular kyanite segregations, leads us to
believe in the presence of a water-rich fluid
phase during the metamorphism of the
undeformed kyanite-bearing ec1ogites. The
textures, phase relations and mineral
equilibria, all reflecting the progressive
mineralogical changes in the rocks, also
indicate the pervasive infiltration of a fluid
phase during recrystallization.

Field relations and geological setting

The rocks in question come from the Nevado-
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FiIabride Complex of the Sierra de Baza, part
of the Internal Zones of the Betie Cordilleras
(SE Spain, Figs 1 and 2), and are to be found
within two discordam, intrusive bodies of
membasic rocks (GOMEZ-PUGNAIRE, 1979).

Kyanite in metabasic rocks has so far only
been described in the Nevado-FiJabride
Complex as part of pseudomorphs after
lawsonite (GOMEZ-PuGNAIRE et aI., 1985) or
as rare isolated crystals partly replaced by
white miea (GOMEZ-PUGNAIRE, 1979a).
Nevertheless, rocks with kyanite veins,
hitherto unknown in this complex, do in fact
appear, generally occurring at the boundaries
between metabasic bodies and pelitic and

carbonatic metasediments, though non regular
distriburion is discernible. The surrounding
metapelites also contain kyanite·quartz veins,
while the metacarhonates have kyanite +
zoisite segregations, all related ro the older.
metamorphic srage (GOMEZ-PUGNAIRE,
1979,).

The whole sequence of metasec£i.ments and
metabasic rocks forms part of the Permo
Triassie Series of the Nevado-Filabride
Complex (FAUOT et aI., (961), The rocks
were affected by the rwo main stages of Alpine
metamorphism: the first stage was a high
P/inrermediate T event (Pmin. = 12,5 Kbar,
T = 55DOC) and evolved into a second stage at
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TABLE 1

MiC'fOprobt "lil!ym of pyt'OXmn

H' (" (3' (., (S, (61 ",
Sio. 55.65 ..... ...en 55.86 56.55 56.17 56.26
no. 0.05 0.10 0.03 o.en o.en 0.05 0.01
At.a. 12.28 12.44 11.05 9.69 10.25 10.51 11.03
F• .o. ( ., 0." '.08 2.67 ,..., 2.73 2.37 2.26
'00 3.79 2."'. 1.83 2.11 .." 2.26 2.49

"'" 8. en 7 .61 7 .40 8.36 8.09 '1.83 7.57
lOO 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.0<
CoO 12.43 12.02 11-55 12.89 12.44 12.22 11. 75
...0 '-00 7 .41 7.78 '-0' 7 .35 7.35 7.59

rom. 99.83 99.0" 96.40 " ... 99.45 98.79 99.00

Si 1.975 1.964 2.012 '.006 2.013 2.012 2.010
li" 0.025 0.036

li" 0.489 0."88 0.467 0.410 0.430 0.444 0.465
Tt 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001
F.o, 0.014 0.073 0.072 0.078 0.073 0 .... 0.061
F." 0.113 0.056 0.055 0.063 0.059 0.067 0.074.. 0.427 0.405 0.396 0.""'7 0.429 0.418 0.403... 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Ca 0.473 0.461 0.444 0.496 0.474 0.469 0."50.. 0.682 0.514 0.541 0.492 0.507 0.511 0.521>

"- '-' 8.' U .., '.1
J... ..., 51.4 46.7 41.0 43.0 44.4 46.5.... 51.8 ..., 45.9 "'.8 49.3 .... 47.4

Cl) 'the ....Uo F,"I F," __ calculated lIOCOrdinc PAPIKE ,t al.(l97"1.
Stnx:t......l fo...1_ calculated en the baJlh of 6 ox:n_.

a lower pressure (about 6.5 Kbar) with a
maximum temperature of 610°C (GOMEZ·
PuGNAIRE 1979b, GOMEZ·PUGNAIRE and
FERNANOEZ-SOLER, 1987).

This sequence rests on Paleozoic (FALLOT
et al., 1961) and probably Precambrian
(GOMEZ-PUGNAIRE er al., 1982) graphite-rich
pelitic and psammitic metasediments. They
show clear evidence of polymetamorphism
(GOMEZ·PuGNAIRE and SASSI, 1983), but its
regional distribution and significance are not
yet completdy understood (GoMEZ·PuGNAIRE,
1984; GoMEZ·PuGNAIRE and FRANZ, 1988).

Both the Permo·Triassic and Palaezoic I
Precambrian formations belong to the
Charches tectonic unit in the Sierra de Bna
(GOMEZ,PUGNAIRE, 1979a), which
corresponds to part of the NevaJq-Lubrin unit

in other parts of the Sierra de los Filabres
(NIJHUIS, 1964) and to the Mulhacen nappe in
the Sierra Nevada (PUGA et al., 1974).

Petrography

The eclogites comaining kyanite veins are
pale green, dense, massive rocks with
preserved igneous doleritic, granular or, very
rarely, porphyritic textures. Although all these
various types do include kyanite veins, which
locally bear omphacite, zoisite and rutile, only
those displaying a granular texture show clear
evidence that the kyanite crystallized in
equilibrium with the omphacite and garnet in
the matrix.

Veins are 1 to 5 cm thick and 05 to 3 m
long. The contact with the matrix is straight
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and sharp. Small kyanite segregations of up
to 1 cm are also frequent in the matrix. The
kyanite crystals in the veins are radially
orientated and thm length ranges from a few
millimeters to 18 cm. They are sometimes
highly deformed and aligned parallel to the
border of the wall rocks. Locally they are bent
and/or fractured. The matrix shows no
evidence of deformation except for some small
fractures Oate stage?) cutting across the
edogite mineral assemblage and the undulose
extinction of the omphacite crystals.

Igneous relics are very rarely present, in
contrast to other parts of the metabasite
bodies, although occasional relics of
clinopyroxene (augite) are preserved inside the
omphacite and amphibole.

The size of the omphacite and garnet
crystals increases gradually from 0.2-0.3 mm
in the matrix to 3 mm towards the border of
the kyanite veins. However, it is wonh noting
that the arnphibolite-facies alteration involved
not only the edogites but also the kyanite
omphacite-bearing veins. This fact, and the
above referred increase of mineral size
towards the veins, are clear evidence that the

veins formed relatively early, probably close
to the climax of the high-pressure conditions.

Description of minerals

The matrix minerals near the kyanite veins
were analysed by microprobe (WDS
Camebax, using K-feldspar and a1bite as
standards for K, Na and AI, wollastonite for
Ca and Si, synthetic Ti02.. for Ti, synthetic
MgAl204 for Mg and metals for Fe and Mn).
Their composition is essentially similar to that
of the minerals in granoblastic eclogites
described by GOMEZ-PUGNAIRE and
FERNANDEZ-SOLER (1987).

Omphacite

This mineral has a jadeite content between
41 and 51 mol%, with a mean composition
of Ac, }d46 A849: (structut"ll1 formulae were
calculated according to PAPIKE et al., 1974,
and end-members according to CAWTJ-IORN

and COU£RSON, 1974). The crystals are only
slighty zoned, with a small increase in jadeite
content towards the rim. The acmite content
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and those in the veins are texturally very
similar, with very fine-grained sympleclitic
rims. The symplectite is sometimes
recrystallized into coarse-grained amphibole
and plagiodase intergrowths, which reveal a
similar symplectitic texture. The inclusion-frtt
omphacite crynals, which only rarely include
garnet, are also altered into an aggregate of
white mica, amphibole, epidote, quartz and,
locally, plagioclase; this latter aggregate
developed. only at the contact with t~ kyanite
and garnet crynals.

The augite relics are pseudomorphosed by
omphacite which, at a later stage, was also
altered into amphibole.

t----------...."

Tf 0.2 OA 0.6 0.8 Ed 1.2 lA UI 18

.,,

Amphibole

This mineral is found in various different
textural sites:
i) within symplectitic aggregates

surrounding omphacite crystals and/or
included in their fractures;

ii) as small, randomly-orientated, acicular

Garnet

Table 2 shows the chemical composition of
the garnet. The garnet crystals are slightly
zoned, with the pyro~ content (from 18 to
22 mol%) increasing towards the rims and the
spessartine content decreasing (from 4 to 1.5
mol%). The grossularite content is almost
constant at approximately 20 mol%. These
compositional data are compam:l in Fig. 3(b,c)
to those of garnets from other metabasic
rocks: they plot dose to the compositional
field of garnet beloging to kyanite-free
eclogites.

The garnet 0CCUI1 either as small, idioblastic
or subrounded, isolated crystals of about 0.2
mm or, more frequently, as aggregates of 1
mm diamater. Amphibole, epidote and
plagioclase are the decomposition products of
the garnet + omphacite and ap~ar where
both minerals are in contact. No reaction rim
generally occurs between the garnet and the
kyanite, although locally both minerals are
replaced by zoisite and amphibole. Inclusions
are rare and only randomly orientated minute
crystals of rmile occur.

..
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• •

••
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is generally lower than in the omphacite
crystals occurring in Q[her rocks of the same
body but, despite this small chemical
difference, no real composition difference
exists between the omphacite crystals from
the kyanite-free and kyanite.bearing rocks.
The chemical composition of the omphacite
is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3a.

Both the omphacite cryS[als in the matrix

b)

o.s AIY1

a",
0.'

Q2

Fig. 4 (a, b). - Amphibole composition from different
textural sites in terms of total sodium ("ontent versus
calcium (a), and Al'; versus Ali. (b).
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TABLE 2
Microprobe anatyses of garnets

------
U, ", '" ,,' '" '" In '" ",

SiO. 39.60 39.11 39.56 39.71 39.90 39.62 37.83 36.94 38.40
TiO. 0.11 0,13 0.01 0." 0.09 0.15 0.01
AI.o. 22.73 22.74 22.88 22.61 22.64 22.28 21.28 21.19 21.45
FeCI(.) 26.40 25.95 26.03 25.90 26.62 25.81 26.66 27.75 26.38

"" ,." ,." 6.29 6.40 ,." 5.15 5.77 ,." 5.14

"" 1.25 .." 0." 0.74 LOO 1. 63 0.67 0,69 0.69
CoO 7.63 7.86 7.37 7.61 7.42 8.33 7.79 7.61 7.64

"""- 103.52 102,62 102.94 103.03 103.71 102.97 100.00 100.06 99.70

-------

" 5.958 5.953 ,.'" 5.976 '''' 6,002 5.930 5.830 6.015

" 4.031 ,"" 4.063 4.011 4.003 3.978 4.002 3.943 3.961
n 0.012 0.015 0.001 0.007 0,010 0.017 0.001
F.. • • 3.322 3.304 3.280 3.260 3.340 3.270 3.495 3.663 3.456.. 1.301 1.107 1.412 1.436 1.333 1.163 1.349 1.383 1.200... 0.159 0.251 0.102 0.094 0.137 0.209 0.089 0.092 0.092

'" 1.230 1.282 1.190 1.227 1.193 1.352 1.309 1.287 1.282

"" 10.056 10,039 10.048 10.035 10.016 9.99 10.238 10.368 9.991

,.. 55.3 55.6 54.8 54.2 55.6 54.6 ".0 57.0 57.3
",. 21.6 18.6 23.6 23.9 22.2 19.4 21.6 21.6 19.9""'. '-' .., U L6 '-' "

,.. ,.. ..,_.
20.5 21.6 19.9 20.4 19.9 22.6 21.0 "'.0 21.3

----
(.) All F..... FeO, Struetu....1 10.-..1... calculat<Ml on 24 0:tYK"""

crystals at the grain boundaries between
omphacite and garnet;

iii) in interstitial aggregates together with
epidote;

iv) as larger crystals surrounding the
omphacite, which in turn replaces igneous
relics of augite;

v) in polymineral aggregates consisting of
amphibole, zoisite, white mica and
plagioclase, produced by the breakdown
of garnet + omphadte + kyanite.

Despite the various textural occurrences,
the chemical composition of the amphiboles
is relatively constant (Table 3, Fig. 4) and
corresponds to that of the calcic
(ferropargasitic) to sodic-cakic amphiboles
(lEAKE, 1978). The increase in the Tschermak
substitution towards the rim (analyses 5 to 7)
from the glaucophane component in the core
(analyses 3, 8 and 9) is accompanied by a more
intense green colour. 1bis feature is consistent
with the conclusion tpat the eclogites were
affected by a late alteration under lower

pressure and higher temperature, as described
by GOMEZ-PuGNAIRE and FERNANDEZ-SOLER
(1987).

Kyanite

As well as the already described occurrences,
there are two further textural aspects to this
mineral, which have special significance in the
interpretation of phase relations.
i) Kyanite both within the veins and in the

matrix appears as idioblastic crystals
altered into white micas (margarite and
paragonite) and quartz. The crystals are
similar to those described by GOMEZ
PUGNAIRE et al. (1985) but without the
coronitic textures (Fig. 5). Zoisite is
associated with kyanite, sometimes as
minute inclusions (see reaction 5 in the
following section).

iD Zoned plagioclase corrodes margarite
bearing aggregates deriving from kyanite
as well as the coexistent zoisite (see Fig.
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TABLE 3

Microprobe analyses of amphiboles

'" ", '" '" ", ,., ", '81 '91

SIO. 42. t4 "'.35 ".67 40.77 39.76 n.w "1.84 45.19 45.97
TiO. 0." 0.19 0.39 0.13 0.15 0.211 0.25 0.17

""'" 17.10 14.21 15.52 16.73 18.7. 20.47 17.7t 15.76 15.71
r• .o.t·) L" 3.70 .... 2." 1.39 0.35 LOO 1.89 0.55

'''' 16.95 10.93 9.37 16.09 16.36 14.85 14.59 1".21 15.98
MoO 6." tt.19 11.13 6.61 '.211 6.02 6." 9.02 s.n

"" 0.65 0.47 0.21 0." 0.49 0.67 0.64 0.11
CoO 8.46 8.75 e." 8.91 8.11 8.36 8.31 7.57 7.19
...0 5.07 .... '.09 ." 4.29 3.70 3." 6.37 '.B3
,.0 0.51 0.45 0.43 0.38 0,54 0." 0.12 0,11 L02

wr~ 99.65 99.26100.15 97.15 95.09 ".60 95.60 100.53 100.55

----- --------- ------------------------
T, S< 2.215 2.412 2.362 2.168 2.114 2.181 2.306 1.472 2.605

Al'~ 1.785 1.588 1.648 1.832 1.866 1.819 J .694 1.528 1.395

T. S< '.000 '.000 '.000 '.000 '.000 '.000 '.000 '.000 '.000
...,., 1.187 o.a" 0.953 1.151 1.510 1.766 1.452 1.132 1.266
T; 0.007 0.021 0.042 0.015 0.017 0.032 0.027 0.018

•• F." 0.203 0.403 0.533 0.323 0.161 0.039 0.185 0.204 0.059
F." 0.350 0.259 0.152 0.304 0.199 0.103 0.183 0.298 0.345.. 0.253 0.473 0.321 0.222 0.115 0.075 0.148 0.339 0.312

•• F." 1.741 1.062 0.962 1. 732 l.90' 1.742 1.&57 I..., 1.575.. 1.259 1.938 2.038 1.268 L096 1.258 1.343 1.597 1.425

"" 0.081 0.058 0.025 0.072 0 .... 0 .... 0.082 0.013•• C. 1.337 1.356 1.274 1.444 1.:136 1.331 1.342 1.162 1.105.. 0.682 0.683 0.701 0.'" 0.600 0.586 0.576 0.825 0.""

, .. 0 .... 0 .... 0.702 0.769 0.679 0.481 0.546 0.944 0.741, 0 .... 0 .... 0.078 0.073 0.106 0 .... 0.023 0.020 0.187
0.036 0.113 0.220 0.158 0.215 0.435 0.431 0.036 0.072

,., Struct...-al 10....1_ .,.lc:ul.t"" on 23 oz:nans and on tM buh of Si
• n f F.·' f F." + llc = 13: F.·' calcul.t"" b7 dill• ......,• _ith ....
theor.tieal 46 POSltiv. CN"·.....

6). The substitution of the margarite +
zoisite + quartz assemblage by plagioclase
+ vapour has a important petrologic
significance within this chemical system
because took place at univariant poT
conditions.

White mica

This phyllosilicate only occurs as a
replacement product of kyanite crystals and
sometimes coexists with zoisite, quartz or
albite, according to the minerals in contact
with the kyanite. It consists of a paragonite
margarite soUd solution, which is Ca-rich

(about 85 mol% margarite) at the contact with
the kyanite and Na-rich towards the matrix
(nearly pure paragonitel, just like that
described by GOMEZ-PUGNAIRE et at. 0985,
cf. type A pseudomorphs).

Other minerals

RUlil~ is present both in the veins, as large
crystals rimmed by i1menite, and in the
matrix, as small cryslals, sometimes outlining
the shape of former Ti-bearing minerals such
as amphibole, biotite, pyroxene and/or
magnetite-ilmenite solid solutions.

Zoisite appears in the veins as crystals of
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,)
Fig. 5. - Kyanite (ky) and zoisite (zo) replaced by margarite + quartz (M) aggregates in a kyanile vein.

hi
Fig. 6. - Margarite + quartz (m) aggregates replacing kyanite (k) and zoisile (z) arc corroded by plagiodase (p)
(sce reaction (5) in Table 4 and texd. .
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additional information. The composition of ploned minerals is shown in Tables 1,2 and 3.

•

up to 0.3 mm in lenght and also in the matrix
as smaller crystals, sometimes surrounded by
an epidote rim, which may be produced during
the amphibolite-facies overprint. Hematitised
magnetite and carbonate occur rarely as
accessory minerals.

Phase relations

Omphacite, garnet, kyanite, zo!slte and
quartz represent the oldest mineral
paragenesis in these rocks. The occurrence of
some of them in both veins and matrix sites
lead us to believe that they crystallized in
equilibrium with a water-rich fluid phase. All
the alteration products related to later stages
may be explained by the decomposition of the
above-mentioned mineral phases.

Textural observations suggest the phase
relations shown in Fig. 7a, b, and the several
possible reactions listed in Table 4, the latter
being shown together with the chemical
composition of the participating phases. The
stoichiometry of these reactions was caIculated
according to SPEAR et a!' (1982), but they are
expressed in Table 4 in terms of oxygen units
(THoMPSoN et al., 1982), thus evidencing the

changes in modal abundance of the minerals
during reactions.

Equilibria (1) and (2) may explain the
textural occurrence of amphibole, that forms
interstitial aggregates with quartz, either with
(1) or without (2) epidote. The modal
proportion of the kyanite involved in reaction
(1) is small, and this equilibrium is therefore
also possible in the kyanite-free domains with
minor belancing-exchange substitution in the
amphibole and/or a great modal proportion
of omphacite (see reaction 2).

Symplectite aggregates from omphacite may
have been produced by the hydrolisis of
omphacite in the presence of quartz (3), in
both veins and matrix. A reaction with garnet
Ob) might also be assumed, but it does not
agree with the petrographic evidence: the
corresponding modal proportion of albite is
too low, and quartz never occurs with the
albite + amphibole symplectite aggregates.
Figs. 7 (a, b) show graphically that the Ab
Am pair is not equivalent to the Om-Gr one,
and that the Om-Ky pair may possibly be
substituted by the Ab·Am one. In fact, (3a)
might be a symplectite-forming reaction, but,
petrographic evidence shows that the
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TABLE 4
Proposed reactions deduced from the textural phase reliJtions and chemical composition 0/ the

phases involved in the reactions

---------------------------
ltl 0.69 a. + 0.19 C • 0.09 K¥ • D.G( H.o.: 0.73'" + 0.14 £p. 0.13 Q
121 0.74. a. + 0.27 C • 0.040 H.o.: 0.84'" + 0.16 Q
UI 0.59 a. + 0.07 H.o + 0.41 Q.: 0.84 Ab + 0.16'"
(3a) 0.59 a. + 0.21 K¥ + 0.01 H.o +{l.21 Q.: 0.7 Ab • 0.3 Aa
{3b1 0.62 a. + 0.33 C +{l.OS H.O .: 0.091 Q + D.0D9 Ab + 0.9 ".
(4.1 0.50 K:t + 0.48 1.0 • 0.02 H.O.: 0.81 .. + 0.19 Q
(SI 2 1.0 + ..... Q .: 4 An ..... , ••••••••• , + H.O
{61 0.29 Ab + 0.70'" + 0.1 H.O.: 0.80 Pa + 0.17 Ep. 0.03 Q

---------------- ---
Abbrwvietions: Ab .: Alblt•. ". .: A.phibol•. An .: Anorthit•• Ep .: .pidote
C .: prnet. K:t .: K,y""it...... .: .rprit•. a. .: ~lt •. Q .: q.....rl'"
Pa .: I'8regonite. Zo.: "",IsH•.

--------------------
Refer....c... : (1): au.Y.t al. (1985): (2). (3) and (6): thill I'8l'8r

(4) and (5): OUTIERJEE (1976)

-----.......
libi t.
""'-'ftibol.
Anorthlt.
[Pidot.
K7anit.
c.n.,
lIar.....it.
~it._..
Zo•• i t.

Si .AIN<oO,
Si •.•Al •.•F••. ,iII!; ••Co •••Na •.•O•• {(Ill.
SioAloC<oO.
Si.AI.F.c..O•• ((11)
Sil.l to.
Si .1.1 .F••.•.w.-•.•c.. .0••
Si.U.c.•.•Nto•••0 •• ((11).
Si .Al •.•F c.•.•Ne•. o-
Si .AI,NIoO.. l(IIl.
SioAI.c..o.. 1(11)

omphacite is ~placed by amphibole +
plagiodase although in the domains (or rocks)
in which kyanite is not present.

The alteration of kyanite into margarite +
quartz occurred according to equilibrium (4),
which is consistent with the textural
observations (see Fig. 5 and the above
petrographic description of kyanite). The
zoisite + kyanite + quartz assemblage
changes to zoisite + margarite + quartz at
a given poT, according to the experimental
results of CHATTERJEE (1974, 1976)
concerning the univariant point defined by
the intersection of equilibria (4) and (5).

The instability of the margarite + zoisite
assemblage and its ~placement by plagioclase,
according to reaction (5), may also be
texturally identified, as shown in Fig. 6. A
Fe3 + -rich epidote coexisted with a more
calcic plagioclase during the last metamorphic
stage, but was never in equilibrium with the

margarite; the only mica stable with the above
minerals during the latest stage was
paragonite, which replaced the older
margarite. The fact that margarite and albite
become incompatible is dear in Fig. 7b: the
appearance of the Ep-Am-Pa plane separates
the Ab from the Ma ~presemative points and
determines twO subtetrahedra with either
albite or paragonite as the fourth apex.
Reaction (6) explains these textural and
graphical relationships in the CASNH.
subsystem.

Phase compatibilities, based on textural
analyses, suggest three successiwe mineral
parageneses, and therefore three successive
metamorphic stages. From oldest to youngest,
they are:

i) stage MI: omphacite + garnet + kyanite
+ zoisite + quartz;

ii) stag~ M~: amphibole .... albite +
zoisite/ep,dote + margarite + quartz;
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of garnc=t and omphacitc= wc=rc: takc=n into
considc=ration for Ko calculations. Thc= Fc=2 +
contc=nt in omphacitc= was obtainc=d according
to PAPlKE c=t al. (1974). Tc=mpc=raturc= valuc=s
werc= 525·575°C at a nominal pressurc= of 10
lCbar (Fig. 8). Thesc= results arc: consistent with
thosc= of GOMEZ-PuGNAIRE and FERNANDEZ
SOLER (1987).

Pressurc= during the oldc=st mc=tamorphic
stage was c=stimated from thc= albite ::
omphacile (]b4J) + quartz c=quilibtium
(HOLLAND, 1979bJ. As albite occurs in these
rocks only as an altc=ration product of
omphacitc=, wc= cannot discovc=r whether the
omphacitc= was saturatc=d with thc= jadeitic
componc=nt. In this ca.sc=, thc= calculatc=d
pressure (l1·121Cbar) represe:nts thc= minimum
prc:ssure (Fig. 8).

Metamorphic conditions

,

Hi) stage M): amphibole + albice + epidote
+ paragonite + quartz.

All these mineral assemblages crystallized
in the presence of a water-rich fluid phase.

p.T conditions 0/l~ okkst mineral poragenesis
(M J: eclogile fades)

Fel +IMg partitioning ~tween garnet and
clinopyroxene was calculated according to
ELLls and GREEN (979). Only thc= analysc=s
of thc= rims of coc=xistc=nt and unaltc=red crystals

Metamorphic conditions during the later mineral
parageneses (M2 and My

Reactions relatc=d to margarite stability are
the best indication of P-T conditions during
these metamorphic stages. Thc= change from
the kyanite + zoisitc= + quartz assc=mblagc=
to a margarite + zoisitc= + quartz one,
according to equilibria (4) and (5), occurs at
575°C and about 7 Kbar (univariant point,
Stt Fig. 8), according to the c=xperimc=ntal
results of CHATTERJEE (1976). The
tMrmochc=mical calculations of PERxINs et al.
(1980) and HOLLAND (1979a) on this
univariant point (about 8 Kbar at 590°C)
seem to be: less consistent with c=xperimc=nts
on thc= stability of plagioclasc= (FRANZ and
At.THAUS, 1977: GOLDSMITH, 1982).

According to FRANZ and ALTHAUS (1977),
HOLLAND (l979a), PERKINS et al., (1980),
among other authors, the possible maximum
variation of the P values at the univariant
point in thc=se rocks should be: 2 Kbar, due
to thc= inOuc=ncc= of the Na content in the
margarite·producing rc=actions. Nc=vc=rthdc=ss
the experimental data suggc=S[ an isothermal
pressurc= decrea.sc= during the dc=velopmc=nt of
the second minc=ri1 paragenc=sis, which may be:
c=stimated at about 4 Kbars. The poT
conditions of this M2 stage (7 Kbar at
570°C) fall be:twc=en thosc= of the early high
prc=ssure c=vent and those of thc= climax of the

700.00SOO'"300

,

Fig. 8. - p.T paths for k)'anite-bcaring edogile5 and
Alpine metamorphism inferred from the three mineral
I$semblages. Lines I (a, b); KD for Fel'/Mg
partitioning bcfWttn garnet and clinopyroxel'le. Dou:
eSlimated P·T conditions It pak of three metamorphic
SIIga (Ml. M1• M,l. Two esulIIJItions of Mz P·T
concIitions are possible; one according to PnJoNS el 111.
(1980; ~uiJibrium 2a, square am), and one KCOrdina
10 CHA1TF.ll,JEE (1976; equilibrium 2b, doned area).
H. HOllAND (1979_); CH. CHATI'EJl]EE (1972).
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whole metamorphism, calculated by GOMEZ
PUGNAIRE (1979b) at 6 Kbar and about
610°C.

The final mineral paragenesis (M3) of these
rocks involved a recrystallization at the peak
of the Alpine metamorphism, as shown by the
instability of margarite + zoisite + quartz
and the change from a sodic plagioclase to a
more calcic one (GOLDSMITH, 1982; see
reaction (5) in Table 5 and textural
relationships in Fig. 6). In addition, the
formation of paragonite may also be related
to stage M 3. However the paragonite
producing reactions are not very clear in these
rocks due to the occurrence of paragonite only
as a rim around the margarite flakes. The
instability of sodium plagiodase + margarite
might also have been a possible origin for
paragonite, according to reaction (6). A lack
of thermochemical data for this reaction
prevents to ascertain the PoT conditions of
this equilibrium, but the reaction:
4 anortite + a/bite + 2 H20 = paragonite +
2 zaisite + J quam. (FRANZ et aI., 1977)
suggest a temperature of about 600°C, which
is consistent with the results of GOMEZ
PUGNAlRE et al. (1985). Fig. 8 shows the poT
path followed by the amphibolitized, kyanite
bearing eclogites, inferred from the textural
relationships and experimental and
thermochemical data on this chemical system.

Discussion and conclusions

Three successive mineral parageneses may
be distinguished in the kyanite-bearing
eclogites. The oldest one occurred at high
pressure and a relatively low temperature
(M I), while progressive decompression and an
increase in the thermal gradient resulted in
a second and third mineral parageneses (M2
and M 3).

The last stage (M3) coincided with the
thermal climax of the Alpine metamorphism
and took place under conditions of lower
pressure (about 6 Kbar) and increasing
temperature (about 50°C), compared to the
older M1 metamorphic stage. .

The rocks show an underformed fabric, and
the eclogitic minerals grew as rather large
idioblasts near the kyanite (+ omphacite +

zoisite + rutile) veins. This fact, together
with the obliteration of all previous fabrics
and the lack of pseudomorphism or coronitic
textures, suggest that diffusion and mass
transfer were very high during M l' related to
the presence of an externally controlled,
water-rich fluid phase during the eclogitic
metamorphism.

The presence of kyanite veins undoubtedly
indicates the infiltration of a fluid phase
transported along fracture and vein systems.
The composition of the fluids was not,
therefore, internally controlled by buffering
of mineral equilibria. This hypothesis is
consistent with the compositional
homogeneity of the eclogitic minerals, in the
same and in different samples, a feature which
may be explained as the result of the
homogeneous fluid composition produced by
fluid infiltration during the M 1edogitic stage
(RICE and FYFE, 1982).

The influence of local buffering, during the
M2 stage at the same time as fluid infiltration
operated is, however, deduced from the
observation that the phases (reactants and
products) involved in a specific reation may
frequently be found all together, displaying
textural equilibrium. Therefore, the fact that
local buffering by mineral equilibria took place
after the vein formation indicates that fluid
composition was externally controlled during
the eclogitization. This fact is consistent with
the hypothesis that the eclogites developed
almost at the same time as the veins opened.

The fluid-present metamorphic conditions
(sensu THOMPSON, 1983) continued during the
second and third metamorphic stages, as the
mineral parageneses formed after the eclogitic
ones show. They indicate high fluid activity,
partly controlled by buffering and partly
controlled by infiltration. In fact, the
margarite + quartz assemblage requires very
high fluid activity in a wide PoT range, while
the paragonite stability indicates water
activity greater than 0.8 under the PoT
conditions estimated for the peak of the
metamorphism (l'ERKINS et al., 1980).

As far as the origin of the fluids is
concerned, they may be r:elated at least partly
to the surrounding metapelites, in which the
occurrence of kyanite porphyroblasts and
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kyanite + quartz veins produced during the
M 1 stage (GOMEZ-PuGNAlRE, 1979a) is quite
frequent. Fluids generated by devolatization
reactions in the:: rne:tapelites may have run into
the basic body by flowing along fractures,
almost at the same time as they underwent
eclogitization.
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